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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissiors
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Subject: LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) 50-302/97-040-00

Dear Sir:

Please find enclosed Licensee Event Report (LER) 50-302/97-040-00. The LER discusses
inadequate engineering documentation for safety-related large bore piping analysis and pipe
supports. This report is being submitted pursuant to 10CFR50.73 as a voluntary report.

Sincerely,

LAC-
M. W. Rencheck
Director
Nuclear Engineering and Projects
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Senior Resident inspector
NRR Project Manager
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Inadequate Engineering Documentation for Safety-Related Large Bore Piping Analysis and Pipe Supports

EVENT DATE (6) LER NUMBER (6) REPORT DATE (7) oTHER F ACILITIES INVOLVED (8)

MONTH DAY YEAR YEAR ppsEo " AL E N MONTH DAY YEARu BE u

" * "' """
00 12 9701 OS 97 97 040 ---

OPERATING THIS REPORT IS SUBMITTED PURSUANT To THE REQUIREMENTS oF 10 CFR 6: (Check one or more) (11)

MODE (9) 5 20 2201(b) 20 2203(a)(2)(v) 50 73(a)(2)(i) So.73(a)(2)(viii)

POWER 20 2203(a)(1) 20.2203(a)(3)(i) 50.73(a)(2)(u) 50.73(a)(2)(x)

LEVEL (10) 0% 20 2203(a)(2)(t) 20.2203(a)(3)(u) 50 73(a)(2)(iii) 73 71

20 2203(a)(2)(a) 20 2203(a)(4) 50.73(a)(2)(iv) X oTHER

20 2203(a)(2)(iii) 50 36(c)(1) 50 73(a)(2)(v) VOLUNTARY REPORT

20 2203(a)(2)(N) 50 36(c)(2) 50 73(a)(2)(vn)

LICENSEE cont ACT FoR THis LER (12)
NOME TELEPHONE NUMBER (6nch de Area Code)

Dennis W. Herrin, Principal Nuclear Licensing Engineer (352)795-6486

COMPLETE oNE LINE FoR EACH coMON""~ 1 udE DESCRIBED IN THis REPORT (13)
R R ABLE ^

CAUSE SYSTEM COMPCtJENT MANUF ACTURER CAUSE SYSTEM COMPONENT MANUFACTURER
RDS

MONTH D^# ' EARSUPPLEMENTAL REPORT EXPECTED (14) EXPECTED
YES submission

X No DATE (15)(if yes complete EXPECTED submission DATE)

ABSTRACT (Umit to 1400 spaces, i e , approumately 15 single-spaced typewritten lines) (16)

On November 10,1997, Florida Power Corporation's (FPC's) Crystal River Unit 3 (CR-3) was in MODE 5
>(COLD SHUTDOWN). FPC personnel determined a current issue would be of generic interest and

should be reported as a voluntary LER. The issue is inadequate engineering documentation for safety-
related large bore piping analysis and pipe supports. In 1996, FPC chartered an independent reviewer to
evaluate the adequacy of existing documentation to support current licensing and design basis of large
bore piping and associated supports. The assessment identified discrepancies. Assessment results
were documented and evaluated. FPC determined the individual and cumulative effect of the
discrepancies did not result in structures, systems or components being rendered incapable of performing
their safety function. The cause for inadequate original calculations was cognitive personnt:1 error. 't he
cause for not maintaining calculations was a process weakness. FPC plans to perform a comprehensive
and rigorous inspection, revalidation and/or requalification of safety-related large bore piping and pipe
supports. The program will take approximately 4-6 years (2-3 fuel cycles) to implement. Previous similar
events have been reported.
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E.YJ.NI_ DESCRIPTION

On November 10,1997, Florida Power Corporation's (FPC's) Crystal River Unit 3 (CR-3)
was in MODE 5 (COLD SHUTDOWN). While providing additional information requested by
the NRC Safety System Functional Inspection ISSFI) Team, FPC personnel determined the
issue concerning inodoquate engineering documentation for safety-related largo boro piping
IPSXI analysis and pipe supports (SPTl would be of generic interest. Thorofore, this report
is being submitted on a voluntary basis.

in mid 1996, FPC recognized a potential issue with the lack of adequato engineering
,

I calculations to support the qualification of safety related large boro piping and oipo
supports. To address thi issue, FPC chartered on independent reviewer (Wais and
Associatos, Inc.) to perform an assessment of the adequacy of existing documentation to
support current licensing and design basis requirements for large boro piping and associated
supports, and to ensure reliable plant operation. The assessment included a review of the
analysis documentation, interviews with key personnel. and a walkdown of specific areas
of the plant. The assessment was documented in Wr5 and Associates, Inc., Report 96-
04 002, '' Evaluation of Piping and Support Documentation for CR-3.*

Report 96 04-002 identified discrepancies involving inconsistent application of
methodologies and reconciliation with the as-built conditions. Some of the individual
concerns were:

Uplif t on Rod Hangers
Evaluation of Wolded A'tachments
Axial Trunion Supports on Elbows
Temperature Cut Off
Anchor Design
Uncinched U Bolts Acting as Two Way Restraints

Subsequent to issuance of the Wais and Associates, Inc., report, FPC identified two other
issues associated with safety related large bore piping analysis and pipo supports.

Inadequato Truncation of Seismic Class l/Ill Boundarios
No Equipment Specific Responso Spectra

EYENT EVAllJAllON

Report 96 04 002 concluded that individually identified issues have minor safety
significanco. However, due to the number of findings, and the lack of adequate
documentation, the collective significance could constituto a safety issue.

!
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The results of Report 96 04 002 wars documented in the CR 3 correctke action program -|
- on. January 8,1997. FPC personnel evaluaied the individual issues and concluded no
design basis issue or unanalyzed condition existed. - Likewise, the cumulative effect of the
issues was evaluated and detormined not to result in structures, systems or components i

'

being rendered incapable of performing their safety function to prevent or mitigate the
consequences of design basis events. For piping systems, the safety function was defined:

as pressure boundary integrity and/or the ability to deliver rated flow.*
,

To further address the cumulative effects (i.e., extent of condition) of issues resulting from
! the Wais Report an .he two new issues identified by FPC, a second third party review of

- piping and pipe support issues by J. D. Stevenson Consulting was chartered. The review
1

concluded no safety concern existed with respect to the as designed and as-installed j

safety related large bore piping and supports. The conclusion was based on three weeks of .

documentation review and past industry efforts. The following are excerpts from the basis
i for the conclusion: ;

An NRC sponsored Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) was implemented to
-evaluate the seismic adequacy of structures, mechanical and electrical distribution1

| systems and mechanical and electrical distribution components in older operating ;

nuclear power plants. The results of the SEP ultimately led to Unresolved Safety,

: lasuo A 46, which excluded piping due to the lack of safety concerns (except for
. piping flexibility between structures). This conclusion regarding the seismic safety ,

' of installed safety related piping in older nuclear power plants was later confirmed in
3

NUREG/CR-4334. i*

!i A comparison of the way CR 3 piping is supported, relative to the SEP plants and
approximately 20 other A 46 plants, identified no safety issues. Additionally, CR 3'

has the second lowest probabilistically defined mean design - basis - ground |.

acceleration level of nuclear power plants in the U.S. CR 3 has a 0.65x10( 4) per
ysar probability-(NUREG 1408) for a mean peak ground acceleration of 0.1g. This -i3-

-

probability value is more conservative by a factor of more than 2.0 at compared to
most nuclear plants operating in the U.S. today 'and is less than the NRC's ' A 46

: reevaluation critoria of 1.0X10( 4) per year.

CR 3 piping design,- because of the excessive conservatism contained in the ;

definitions of Safe Shutdown Earthquake equivalent zero period ground acceleration, {
design -. basis floor ~ spectra, . and . allowable piping stresses, results in failure '

- probabilities which are several_ orders of magnitude less than currently required by
F L American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) and NRC piping cesign criteria

.

'

- and resulted in an extremely safe design.
|

- Based on the 'above, FPC concludes there are minimal safety conseqt.ences associated with
_ _

' the existing conditiori of safety related large bore piping and pipe supports at CR-3,

NRC I"OftW 30% (4-M) - -;
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CAUSE;

The cause for inadequate original calculations for safety-related large bore piping and pipo
supports was cognitive personnel error. Other than the Reactor Cvolant System primary
loop piping and pipe supports, safety related large bore piping and pipe supports were
supplied and analyzed by the _ Architect Engineer for CR 3. Original calculations were
performed in accordance with standard practices in effect at the time (circa 1970) and in
conformance with ANSI B31.1,1967. However, CR 3 configuration documented in some
design drawings suggests the original design of safety related large bore piping and pipe
supports was perfortned without consideration of, or in some cases, with inconsistent
application of, cortain design f ac; ors.

,

The cause for not maintaining safety related large bore piping and pipe support calculations
was a process weakness. The majority of issues identified in Report 96 04 002 involve
missing documentation or lack of qualification documentation to support current licensing ;~
basis and design basis requirements. Other issues may not have been normal design

j considerations at initial issuance, but have been identified as industry issues since that
time. FPC did not possess pipo stress calculations and the process for revising the

F calculations was not well defined. Therefore, industry issues may not have resulted in
. necessary revisions to calculations.

JMM@ LATE CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

As discussed above, issues identified in Report 96 04 002 and the two other issues
identified by FPC have been evaluated. FPC has concluded safety related large bore piping <

and pipe supports will perform their intended safety function.

ADDITIONAL C.QRRECTIVE ACTlQLS -;-

FPC plans- to perform a comprehensivo and rigorous inmection, revalidation and/or
roqualification of CR 3 safety-related large bore piping and pipe supports. Some of tha
activities for accomplishing this program are as follows:

, ,

*

; A project scoping report is currently in development that will define the scope and
duration of this effort. ' This effort will address the issue of lack of adequate
engineering documentation as well as address the various technical issues
associated with the Wais Peport. -

;

L The specific pipe stress and pipe support calculations to support the resolution of
identified issues are boing developed.' These calculations will be controlled by FPC. .

i L|

!
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| A project plan for establishing the programmatic taeks is underway (e.g., computer ;

program purchases, mastor list development, rcviewing licensing commitments, !
project staffing, eted. !

FPC currently anticipatos the program will take approximately 4 6 years (2 3 fuel cyclem u
i implomont. This program was discussed in FPC to NRC letter 3F1197 36, dated Noves.,%r ;
i 10,-1997. |
s

!

AQIlQMS_TO PREVENT REQUMEMQE ;
,

,

As stated above, specific pipe stress and pipo support calculations for safety related large
bore piping and pipe supports are being developed and will be controlled by FPC. The

,

control of design analysis and calculations developed for structures, systems, and
compononts associated with CR 3 is provided by Nuclear Engineering Procedure NEP 213,;

" Design Analpis/ Calculations." No further actions to provent recurrence are necessary.

PEEYlQUftSIMILAR EVENTS.

The following Licensee Event Reports document previous similar events associated with
'

inodoquato calculations for piping and/or pipe supports:

LER 50 302/85 024-02: Broken Pipo Restraint Reveals Error in Piping Analysis

j LER 50-302/92 006 01: Evaluation Oversight Caum Woj It Pipe Supports Factor Of
Safety To Be Loss Than NRC Requirements*

+

LER 50 302/92 024-00: Unistrut Pipe Hanget Design Error Results In Safety Factors
,

Loss Than 2.0, A Condition Outside Design Basis

b LER 50 302/95 02100: Qualification Of Nozzle Loads Not Consistently Documented
i Resulting in Higher Than Analyzed Stresses Induced On Piping

ATTACHMENTS

Attachment 1 Abbreviations, Definitions, and Acronyms i

Attachment 2 List of Commitments
,

k

4
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ATTACHMENT 1

ABBREVIATIONS, DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS

ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers

CFR Codo of Fodotal Ro0ulations

CR 3 Crystal River Unit 3

FSAR Final Safety Analysis Repor!

FPC Florida Power Corporation

LER Licensoo Event Report

NEP Nuclear Engincoring Proceduro

SEP Systematic Evaluation Pro 0 ram

SSFl Safoty System Functional Inspection

NOTES: Improved Technical Specifications defined terms appear capitalized in LER text
(e.g., MODE 1)

Dofined terms / acronyms / abbreviations appe:'in parenthesis when first used (o.0,
Reactor Building (RB)).

Ells codes appear in square brackets (e.g., reactor building penetration [NH, PENij.

I
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ATTACHMENT 2
LIST OF COMMITMENTS

RESPONSE COMMITMENT DUE DATE
SECTION

Page5 FPC plans to perform a comprehensive and FPC currently
ri orous inspection, revalidation and/or anticipates theD
requalification of CR-3 safety-related large bore pro 0 ram will tako
piping and pipo supports. Some of the activities approximately 4 6
for accomplishing this pro 0 ram are as follows: years (2 3 fuel

cycles) to
A project scoping report is currently in implement,
development that will define the scope and
duration of this effort. This effoil will

address the issue of lack of adequate
engineering documentation as well as address
the various technical issues associated with ,

the Wais Report.

The specific pipe stress and pipe support
calculations to suoport the resolution of

identified issues are being developed. These
calculations will be controlled by FPC.

A project plan for establishin0 the
programmatic tasks is underway (e.g.,
computer program purchases, master list
development, reviewing licensin0
commitments, project staffing, etc.).
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